The increasing number of online news provider has produced large volume of news every day. The large volume can bring drawback in consuming information efficiently because some news contain similar contents but they have different titles that may appear. This paper presents a new system for automatically generating representative news using on-line clustering. The system allows the clustering to be dynamic with the features of centroid update and new cluster creation. Text mining is implemented to extract the news contents. The representative news is obtained from the closest distance to each centroid that calculated using Euclidean distance. For experimental study, we implement our system to 460 news in Bahasa Indonesia. The experiment performed 70.9% of precision ratio. The error is mainly caused by imprecise results from keyword extraction that generates only one or two keywords for an article. The distribution of centroid's keywords also affects the clustering results.
INTRODUCTION
The number of Internet user is growing from 42 million in 2010 to 80 million users in 2013 according to a prediction by Indonesian Ministry of Information and Communication [1] . Similarly, the number of online news provider is more in quantity because some mass media like newspaper, magazine, and TV channel also provide their content in the Internet. The huge volume of online news can be an advantage but also can be inefficient too. By 2009, the approximate number of the number of online news sites was 45 sites [2] . It would be difficult to digest all information by visiting each link. According to our experiment, the number of gathered news for 19 hours The result of creating new cluster shows 72 of 460 articles creates new clusters. There are 50 new clusters created. Some clusters have member one until four members. These members enter the right cluster except two articles with the id 11, 82, and 460. Overall experiment shows that keyword extraction that fails in generating representative keyword lead to the imprecise clustering result. Keyword distribution in each centroid is also determining the clustering result. Some cluster has big number of keywords while others just have a little amount of keywords. When the distance is calculated, centroid that has big number of keywords tends to result in higher distance value.
The system needs a better approach in keyword extraction, which gives a content-representative keyword. Some bad results might be obtained from keyword extraction affect the clustering results. To reduce the error of keyword distribution, the cosine distance metric is better to used for distance measurement of articles and centroids
